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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the Text-To-Speech System for four of the Indian Languages namely, Hindi, Odiya, Bengali 

and Telegu. In this system we have taken care of the articulation as well as co-articulation system. Earlier we 

have developed the Text-To-Speech (TTS) system for Odiya and Hindi. For this we have selected the phonetic 

units of the languages from many spoken vocabulary and then have concatenated the appropriate phones to get 

the TTS systems. This has inherited the problem of concatenation junctions and time delay in concatenating 

larger units in case of generating polysyllables. To overcome these problems we have made the syllable based 

concatenation of the speech units for the Odiya TTS system. Observing the success we have tried this for the 

other three languages like Hindi, Bengali and Telegu as people of these languages are available with us in our 

place of research.   

Keywords: Indian Language TTS System, Di-phone concatenation, Syllable based concatenation, 

Consonants and Vowels.  

I. Introduction 

Text–To-Speech system has been developed by many scientists so far due to its potential application 

in solving the human machine interfacing issues.1-5 Some of the scientists are also trying for the 

syllable based TTS systems using Festival system6-9. In phone based concatenation system of the TTS, 

the database for the Odiya and Hindi languages are created taking the phone units form the speech 

corpora collected from the native speakers of these languages. The pure C (consonant) and V (vowel) 

are kept apart and a database was formed. While considering the vowel it is observed that the duration 

of the vowel matters for the formation of a word by the method of concatenation. The duration of the 

vowel utterance with respect to its position i.e. at the beginning, middle and the last differ quite a lot. 

So the database of vowels was tagged accordingly and the respective part was selected as per the text 

required to be uttered. In this TTS system a word is formed by the concatenation of V, VC, CV, CCV, 

CCVC and CCCV. CV is a simple syllable while CCV and CCCV are complex syllables or conjuncts. 

Since most of the Indian languages are derived from Sanskrit the formation of conjunct is unavoidable. 

While dealing with pure phone concatenation
2-3

 we have observed that the time complexity of these 

CCV, CCVC and CCCV utterance after concatenation is more and also the final utterance is 

convolved with noise besides the issues of phase differences during concatenation.  

The above complexity of the TTS system for Indian languages have provoked us in developing a 

syllable based TTS system for Indian Languages as all Indian languages are linear in utterance while 

non linear in writing. Vowels with different position value like beginning, middle and end are also 

considered here. Many scientists
6-9

 have tried for such system and our efforts are put before for the 

development of such systems not using Festival system for four of the Indian languages namely Hindi, 

Odiya, Bengali and Telegu. We have selected these languages as Hindi is our National Language, 

Odiya is the official language of our state Odisha, which is in the eastern part of India, Benagli, which 

is similar to Odiya in many form being the official language os West Bengal one of the neighbouring 

states of Odisha and Telegu is one of the Dravidian Languages and is the official language of the state 

of Andhra Pradesh which is also one of the neighbouring states of Odisha.   

Section 2 contains the description on the Phonetic behaviour of the four languages, while Section 3 

has the design part for the TTS system. Section 4 has description of the implementation of the system 

while Section 5 has the Conclusion. 
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II. Vowels and Consonants of Indian Languages 

Indian languages are phonetic in nature. The grapheme to phoneme mapping is linear. All the 

languages have their own set of Vowels and Consonants. They have a good mapping from one 

language to the other with respect to the features like pitch or fundamental frequency, duration of 

utterance of a standard CV unit and moreover the absence of some of the consonants in the typical 

Dravidian language Tamil. The Vowels and Consonants of these four languages are given below. 
 

HINDI       ORIYA       BENGALI      TELUGU 
 

VOWEL 

अअअअ   ଅ   �   అ 

आआआआ   ଆ   �   ఆ 

इइइइ     ଇ   �   ఇ 

ईईईई   ଈ   �   ఈ 

उउउउ   ଉ   �   ఉ 

ऊऊऊऊ   ଊ   �   ఊ 

ऋ   ଋ   �   ఋ 

                                      ऍ 

ऎ       ఎ 

ए    ଏ   �   ఏ 

ऐ   ଐ   	   ఐ 

                                      ऑ 

ऒ       ఒ 

ओ   ଓ   
   ఓ 

औ   ଔ   �   ఔ 

CONSONANTS 

क   କ   �   క 

ख   ଖ      ఖ 

ग   ଗ   �   గ 

घ   ଘ   �   ఘ 

ङ   ଙ   �   ఙ 

च   ଚ   �   చ 

छ   ଛ   �   ఛ 
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ज   ଜ   �   జ 

झ   ଝ   �   ఝ 

ञ   ଞ   �   ఞ 

ट   ଟ   �   ట 

ठ   ଠ   �   ఠ 

ड   ଡ   �   డ 

ढ   ଢ   �   ఢ 

ण   ଣ   �   ణ 

त   ତ   �   త 

थ   ଥ   �   థ 

द   ଦ   �   ద 

ध   ଧ   �   ధ 

न   ନ   �   న 

                                      ऩ 

प   ପ       ప 

फ   ଫ   !   ఫ 

ब   ବ   "   బ 

भ   ଭ   #   భ 

म   ମ   $   మ 

य   ଯ   %   య 

र   ର   &   ర 

ऱ       ఱ 

ल   ଲ   '   ల 

ळ   ଳ     ళ 

                                      ऴ 

व         వ 

श   ଶ   (   శ 

ष   ଷ   )   ష 
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स   ସ   *   స 

ह   ହ   +   హ 

      

It is observed that the fundamental vowels and consonants for all the four languages are same besides 

some speciality with respect to the consonants for each of the languages. These special characters (C 

or V) are taken into consideration while designing the TTS for that language. 
 

III. Design of the TTS Systems 

a. Speech Corpora Creation: 

Native speakers of all the four languages were identified. Text consisting of most of the syllables 

(Monosyllable, Bisyllable, Trisyllable and some of the Polysyllables) are selected. Texts were read by 

the speakers and recording were done under the following environment. All the speakers were male 

members. The recording is done in the laboratory environment using noise cancellation microphone. 

The sampling rate is 16 bit in single channel of 16000 Hz.   
 

b. Database Creation: 

Different Syllables from the text are chunked and kept in the database. Individual polysyllables are 

also stored in the database. All these are .wav files and named after the V, CV, CCV, CCVC 

nomenclature appropriately. These files are searched using intelligent search techniques. 

c. Speech database 

In the following wave file hindibha.wav which has text /bhArat hAmara desh hai/ the /ha/ part of the 

wave form may be taken into consideration. Here it is well marked that the 

Time (s)

0 1.615
-0.9932

0.9214

0

0

hindibha

 
 

Figure 1. This figure shows the wave form of the text utterance /bhArat hAmara desh hai/. 

 

 

/ha/ /ha/ 
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/ha/ part of wave form of the sentence having two /ha/ are different with respect to the onset point, 

which is quite critical for any phone as it completely depends of the prior and posterior phone or 

syllable. 

Time (s)

0 1.39
-0.9759

0.9832

0

bengalibharat

 
 

Figure 2. This figure shows bengalibha.wav file 

 

In the above bengalibha.wav file which is for the text /bhArat Amarx deshx/ the appearance of short 

vowel at the end of bhArat and Amarx is the place where syllable based concatenation is unavoidable 

to have smooth utterance as they appear very close and the onset point is confusing to identify for 

phone level concatenation.  

Taking into consideration these behaviours of the wave form of all the text files different syllables 

namely monosyllable, bisyllable, trisyllable and polysyllables are selected, cut and maintained in the 

databases. 

IV. Implementation of the Syllable based TTS systems  

a. Concatenation Algorithm 

Few of the developers have used Festival based TTS systems
8,9

 but we have used Visual C++ to develop our 

system. The codes written for Phone based concatenation system developed by us earlier are modified with 

respect to the syllable bases system. Appropriate GUIs are also developed for the individual languages. Help 

files are developed to type text for utterance. These have the phonetic transcription help as Indian Languages are 

Phonetic in nature and Indian uses this concept in writing mostly. This phonetic transcription helps us to 

differentiate between different type of utterance of the appropriate character like /sa,sha and Sha/.    

At the beginning when a text line is fed to the system, the Word Identifier identifies the words then the words are 

divided to appropriate syllables. These syllables are then passed on to the utterance algorithm to utter an 

appropriate word and then the sentence. With the same principle we have developed the Speech data base for all 

the four languages and the TTS systems work well.  

V. Result and Discussion 

   It is observed that phone level concatenation is leading to complexity roughness of sound utterance while 

syllable level concatenation has smoothness in the utterance of the syllable.  The syllable level Odiya TTS is 

compared with the earlier phone level concatenation system developed by us at Utkal University named as 

Priyambada available in the website www.ildc.in.  

 

ta+A
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The syllables (mono, bi and Polysyllables are stored in a database of Wav files named after the language 

concerned. After the sentence is broken to words and words to Syllables the search algorithm based on the 

alphabetic appearance of the words in the dictionary are search.  
   

VI. Conclusion   

The TTS systems for the four languages Hindi, Odiya, Bengali and Telegu developed here are much better than 

our earlier TTS system based on Phones. We have made comparison with our earlier Odiya TTS named as 

Priyambada available in the web
10

 and Hindi TTS available with us. These systems are having the advantage of 

avoiding the complexity of unknown word utterance. Inj word based concatenation system though the 

smoothness is there for utterance but the problem arises when a new word appears in the input. Efforts are on to 

incorporate Prosody to the systems. However we are also trying to incorporate Statistical tool based unit 

selection system for our next phase of the TTS systems.     
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